"WARNING"

PLEASE READ THE ENCLOSED CONSUMER INFORMATION AND PRECAUTIONS BOOKLET CAREFULLY BEFORE USING YOUR NINTENDO HARDWARE SYSTEM OR GAME PAK.

Kawasaki® Caribbean Challenge™ is a game, and is not intended to offer training or education regarding the operation of any of the products depicted.
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THE HOTTEST RACING GAME UNDER THE SUN!

Rev up your engines and rally on down to the sunny Carib for hot competition and cool coconuts! The Kawasaki® Caribbean Challenge™ takes you to the most beautiful islands on earth. The climate is friendly. The machines are mean. And the competition is sharp as shark’s teeth. Let the good times roll!™ And don’t forget your shades.

A FEW POINTERS FROM THE PROS

And before you jet into action, here are a few tips from the local beach community. Steer clear of white water, big wakes and other hazards that can put a major ripple in your race plan. Push your Jet Ski to the max mach but stay cool with your bike (or you’re in for a hike). And don’t forget to break for coconut juice and lime, "mon."
**USING THE CONTROLLER**

**CONTROL PAD:** Press the control pad **UP** to accelerate and **DOWN** to brake. Press the control pad **LEFT** to turn left and **RIGHT** to turn right.

**L BUTTON:** Push to turn your Bike/Jet Ski Watercraft left

**R BUTTON:** Push to turn your Bike/Jet Ski Watercraft right

**START BUTTON:** During the Island selection screen this takes you to the Start of the Race screen. From the Race Screen this button starts the race. During the Race this button **PAUSES** the game. Locks in your Selection of Bike, Jet Ski Watercraft or Island.

**X, Y, A, B BUTTONS:** Makes the bike accelerate.

**SELECT BUTTON:** Selects Jet Ski or Bike and Island choices.
REV UP THE GAME

Turn on the game and you will be presented with the Kawasaki® Caribbean Challenge™ option screen. From here you can choose from the following options:

RACE BIKE
RACE JET SKI WATERCRAFT
KAWASAKI CARIBBEAN CHALLENGE

The option you are currently on is indicated by a small pointer. To change your choice, push the CONTROL PAD up or down.

RACE BIKES

After selecting this option, you’re off to the bike selection screen.

BIKE SELECTION SCREEN

To change bikes in the bike selection screen, push the SELECT button. Press the START button to lock in your selection. After selecting your bike, you’ll be asked to go to the island selection screen.
**RACE JET SKIS' WATERCRAFT**

After selecting this option, you will then be taken to the Jet Ski Watercraft selection screen.

**JET SKI SELECTION SCREEN**

On the Jet Ski Watercraft screen, to change the Jet Ski Watercraft type, push the **SELECT** button.

After selecting your Jet Ski Watercraft, you will now be asked to go to the island selection screen.

**ISLAND SELECTION SCREEN**

From this screen you pick which island you will be racing on. To pick the island you wish to race on, push the **SELECT** button.

When you have selected the island you wish to race on, you will be shown a photograph and some information about the island. From here you are taken to the race itself.

**NOTE:** During the Kawasaki® Caribbean Challenge™ you do not have a choice as to which islands you race on. Good luck!
THE KAWASAKI® CARIBBEAN CHALLENGE™

This huge rally spanning the Caribbean is the ultimate challenge for the hardened racer. It is a test of endurance as well as skill. The Challenge is a series of races that takes place all over the islands. The race is organized in the following fashion. The racer must race around each of the islands in turn on both the bikes and the Jet Ski Watercraft. The player starts off with the lowest level of bike and Jet Ski Watercraft; then, once he has completed all of the islands, he must race them all again on the next level of bike.

To proceed to the next island, the player must achieve a certain number of points. The points system is as follows:

1st = 10pts  2nd = 6pts  3rd = 4pts  4th = 2pts

Before each race you will be told on screen how many points you require to proceed to the next island. Remember you have 2 races to achieve that many points (bike & Jet Ski Watercraft). For example, if you need 10 pts to proceed to the next island and you are on the bike race, you can still proceed provided you come in first on the bikes (5 points) and first on the Jet Ski Watercraft's (5 points), as this gives you a total of 10 points.
BIKE RACING

Initially you may find racing around the track disorienting. With a little practice, however, you will quickly learn how to navigate the courses with ease.

Here’s how to keep your bike under control:

CONTROL PAD UP = Accelerate
CONTROL PAD DOWN = Brake
X, Y, A, B BUTTON = Accelerate
R BUTTON = Bank the bike right
L BUTTON = Bank the bike left

A mistake many novice riders make is to try and take the course at top speed. Try to find the best “line” around the course and through the various turns and corners. Watch out for coconuts.

Quite often, you may find yourself oversteering. Try to ease the bike gently through the turns and avoid sudden turns.

RADAR: Located on the bottom right of the screen is a miniature view of the track. On this screen is displayed the positions of all the bikes depending on their color.

SAFETY: Insure you keep a safe distance away from other racers. Your rider does not wish to get injured and will brake to avoid a collision, thus costing you valuable time.
JET SKI®
WATERCRAFT RACING

Initially, you may find racing around the Island quite tricky. With a little practice, however, you will quickly learn how to navigate the courses with ease.

How to control your Jet Ski Watercraft:

CONTROL PAD UP = Accelerate
CONTROL PAD DOWN = No effect
X, Y, A, B = Accelerate
R BUTTON = Bank the Jet Ski right
L BUTTON = Bank the Jet Ski left

The aim of the Jet Ski Watercraft race is to navigate around the island. There are no buoys you have to go through, except at the start and end of the race. Just find the quickest course you can. (No cheating! Make sure every Jet Ski Watercraft goes all the way around the island.)

When racing the Jet Ski Watercraft, speed is less of an issue than with the bikes. On the Jet Ski Watercraft, you will generally want to travel at top speed as much as possible. You should try to hug the shore (to cut down the distance you have to travel), but avoid the white water. The surf slows you down.

SAFETY: Insure you keep a safe distance away from other racers. Your rider does not wish to get injured and will brake to avoid a collision thus costing you valuable time.
THE BIKES

NINJA® ZX-6

NINJA® ZX7R

**NINJA® ZX11**

THE JET SKI® WATERCRAFT

JET SKI® 550SX WATERCRAFT
If you’re looking for what may be the ideal balance of power, weight and handling on the water, there’s not much that can beat the JET SKI 550SX Watercraft. With a powerful reed-valve induced, water-cooled, two-stroke twin engine and a light, 251-pound dry weight, the JET SKI 550SX can do just about anything on the water with ease: Jet up to speed in seconds. Carve graceful, glass-smooth turns. Play tag with ocean swells. Or just cruise around with friends. Plus it’s got the other Kawasaki features now regarded as industry standards: Positive flotation, an automatic bilge system, water-proofed CD ignition and much more. The Kawasaki JET SKI 550SX Watercraft. It’s got your combination.

JET SKI® 650SX WATERCRAFT
When it’s time to really stir things up, take off on a Kawasaki JET SKI 650SX: It’ll boil up the water with just a twitch of your thumb. That’s because the thumb operated throttle is in charge of 463 pounds of water-jet thrust, that will leave most other personal watercraft behind in your wake. But don’t think its a beat that can’t be tamed: With an easy-handling hull and lots of low end torque, the JET SKI 650SX is a pure pleasure machine for many riders. And like every solo Kawasaki JET SKI Watercraft, it’s loaded with features like self circling, so if you go overboard, it circles back to pick you up automatically. So break away from convention. Stir things up on a JET SKI 650SX Watercraft.
JET SKI® 750SX WATERCRAFT

If you’re ready to get really launched, then you belong on a Kawasaki JET SKI 750SX Watercraft, the meanest, baddest solo personal watercraft on Mother Earth. But it doesn’t act like it. That’s because the durable SMC hull is painstakingly engineered to produce a unique blend of straight-line tracking and water carving agility. In fact, test riders compare the JET SKI 750SX’s agility to the racer-favorite 440 hull. Of course, deep in the JET SKI 750SX hull lies space age power: 743cc water-cooled, case-reed-induced, digitally ignited, two stroke might that’s guaranteed to have you yelling for more from the moment you crack open the throttle. The Kawasaki JET SKI 750SX Watercraft. It makes everything else seem, well, down-to-earth.
PLAYERS' INFORMATION

You will find that one of the most difficult things to grasp when you first start playing is the control of the machines. This is because we've intentionally kept Kawasaki Caribbean Challenge HARD to master. However, there are a few tips we can give to help you become a great rider.

BIKES

Never oversteer. Gentle leaning is always preferable to severe turns which inevitably end up with the rider having to overcompensate in the opposite direction. Use the SINGLE RACE mode to get used to the tracks so you always know what is coming up. This is the only way to really succeed on the bigger bikes. You have to be thinking at least one turn ahead to start leaning in advance. Stay well clear of enemy racers whenever possible, for time lost by braking to avoid collision is costly.

JET SKI WATERCRAFT

Turn up that power and keep away from the white water! Learn the islands and make use of shortcuts wherever possible. Avoid the wakes of other Jet Ski Watercrafts, as it will slow you down tremendously.
THE MAKING OF KAWASAKI

Kawasaki Caribbean Challenge has been an extensive project. The aim of the game all along was to give the player the feel of actually travelling to the Caribbean. The only real way to get this feel was to go there!

FIRST STOP, COCONUT COUNTRY

So we hired a photographer, an airplane, and sent our art director out to the Caribbean to shoot the shots you see in the game.

The team was out in the islands for four days and shot every still they needed for the game. Here you can see how the shots fitted into the game storyboards.

Many spare shots were left over after we had used everything that was needed in the game. We have printed some of them below.

MEANWHILE, BACK AT PARK PLACE PRODUCTIONS

While all this activity was going on in the Caribbean, over on the other side of the country at Park Place Productions the actual game was being programmed. The
The first step was to shoot bikes and Jet Ski Watercrafts at all the different angles so they could be digitized into the game.

At the same time, all the bikes and Jet Ski Watercrafts were shot for the interlude screens.

Next, the programming started in earnest and the long haul to get the product was on. One of the major problems encountered at the beginning of the product was to get the handling right. To help get the handling correct, a physicist was brought in to help work out the physical model in the game.

**KAWASAKI LETS THE GOOD TIPS ROLL**

Throughout the development of the product, Kawasaki representatives were consulted on what they would like to see in the game. Many of the safety features you see in the game come directly from this input. For instance, you will notice that your rider will brake to avoid any collision during the game.

The good tips from the Kawasaki effort really made a difference to the overall challenge of the game.

We think once you get a chance to rev up and rally down, you'll agree — this is the hottest racing game under the sun.
GAMETEK® LIMITED WARRANTY

GAMETEK warrants to the original purchaser only, that the software program coded on the game pak provided with this manual will perform in accordance with the description in this manual (when used with the specified equipment) for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase. If the program is found defective within 90 days from the date of purchase, it will be replaced. Simply return the game pak to GAMETEK, along with a dated proof of purchase. Replacement of the game pak, free of charge to the original purchaser (except for the cost of returning the game pak) is the full extent of our liability.

THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL WARRANTIES, WHETHER ORAL OR WRITTEN, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING THOSE OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, IF APPLICABLE, ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO 90 DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE OF THIS PRODUCT.

GAMETEK shall not be liable for incidental and/or consequential damages for the breach of any express or implied warranty including damage to property and, to the extent permitted by law, damages from personal injury, even if GAMETEK has been advised of the possibilities of such damages. Some states do not allow the exclusion of limitations of incidental or consequential damages.
or limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you.

This warranty shall not be applicable to the extent that any provision of this warranty is prohibited by any federal, state, or municipal law which cannot be pre-empted. This warranty gives you specific rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

GAMETEK INC.
2999 N.E. 191st Street, Suite 500
North Miami Beach, FL 33180
(305) 935-3995
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